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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Douglas Kaber <dkaber@kaberlaw.com>
Date: Thu, May 26, 2016 at 10:14 PM
Subject: Groundfish - California Proposed Overfished Species Hotspot Area
To: "pfmc.comments@noaa.gov" <pfmc.comments@noaa.gov>
To the Council:
I urge the council to exclude Devil's Gate Rock from the proposed closure areas in California's
Overfished Species Hotspot areas. It is the only area for many, many miles that has launch access
for kayakers, and if it closes there is no where else like it that is accessible to kayak anglers for
drive times measured in hours. The area gets extremely light pressure, being 25 miles south of
Eureka and on the other side of a Marine Protected Area, south of Cape Mendocino. There are
productive groundfish areas to the north of Cape Mendocino that are much more popular with the
Eureka sport fleet. It is mainly kayakers who fish Devil's Gate Rock, braving the launch through
the surf and rocks to access the grounds. Most days, the ocean is too rough to launch, requiring us
to watch the buoy reports, forecasts and winds to look for a window of opportunity. The proposed
closure area is relatively shallow, most of it inside 10 fathoms and all of it inside 20 fathoms. I've
polled dozens of kayakers who have fished the area over years. We simply don't encounter
yelloweye rockfish there.
With such light pressure, very few incidents of incidental take of yelloweye rockfish, and relatively
few accessible days, the closure of the proposed area near Devil's Gate Rock will not serve to
reduce the incidental take of many, if any, yelloweye rockfish. The proposed closure does serve
to remove scrutiny from other areas that might be more popular with industry from Eureka and
Shelter Cove where yelloweye rockfish are encountered with more frequency, so it it easy to see
why it was proposed given that there were not any kayak anglers in the room at the time. Before
any closure in the area, and especially before undertaking a closure that impacts kayak anglers so
negatively while not really affecting any other group, there should be actual data collected to
discover where yelloweye rockfish are encountered in greater numbers. Also, in keeping with the
other proposed hotspot closure areas, any closure should be confined to areas beyond 20 fathoms
so that areas that are proposed to open under the new proposed all-depth seasons will be protected.
This proposed hotspot closure does not accomplish the goal of protecting overfished species and
it rests solely on the backs of the local kayak angling community. Closing an area that would not
serve the stated purpose of the closure and only affects a small number of fishermen, yet affects
those fishermen severely, would be abhorrent.
Thank you for your consideration.
Douglas Kaber
Lost Coast Kayak Anglers,
730 7th Street, Suite E
Eureka, CA 95501
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